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International Developments1 
In its July World Economic Outlook report, the IMF 
maintained its growth forecast of the global economy at 
3.9 percent for both 2018 and 2019. The report 
highlighted concerns over growing risks to growth, 
calling for avoidance of protectionists’ actions and 
requested cooperative solutions that may encourage 
growth.  The IMF downgraded its growth forecast for 
advanced economies in 2018 to 2.4 percent, 0.1 
percentage points lower than its April forecast, but 
retained the 2019 forecast of 2.2 percent. Growth in 
emerging markets and developing economies was 
projected to strengthen by 4.9 percent in 2018 and 5.1 
percent in 2019.  
 
Crude oil prices rose sharply in the month of July as 
concerns over supply disruptions intensified. With US 
sanctions on Iran back in place, following the US pulling 
out of the Iran nuclear deal, all eyes have been on the 
impact on crude oil exports from that country. 
 
US economy 
The US economy gained momentum and possibly passed 
its peak. The strong economic growth is attributable to 
4.0 percent surge in consumer spending and suppliers 
rush shipments ahead of tariff implementation, driving 
the export higher. Tighter labour market is expected to 
support the consumption growth, however it is not 
sustainable at 4 percent.  Despite the trade headwinds, 
financial conditions provided a strong case for Fed to 
increase interest rate two more times this year. 
  
Australian economy 
The head of RBA, Governor Philip Lowe, announced that 
the Australian economy continued to follow the correct 
path, with GDP growth of 3.1 percent, inflation at 2.1 
percent and unemployment at 5.3 percent (lowest in 
number of years).  The wage increased by 2.1 percent.  

                                                        
1 Economic updates for US, Australia, NZ, Euro & developing 
economies are sourced from “Focus Economics” website.  
2 Eurostat flash estimate 

 
The RBA left the official cash rate at 1.5 percent as there 
was not a strong case for near term adjustments. 
 
New Zealand economy 
In New Zealand, the Reserve Bank of New Zealand 
(RBNZ) announced on August 8th 2018 that it will keep 
interest rates at record low of 1.75 percent and 
signalled to keep the rates at that level through to 2020. 
The RBNZ also downgraded its forecasts for 2019. 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth down to 2.6 
percent from earlier forecast of 3.1 percent. The dovish 
policy slant hurt the New Zealand dollar which fell 
sharply, its lowest in nearly two and half years.  Inflation 
was well contained though it was edging towards the 2 
percent midpoint of RBNZ target. Business confidence fell 
resulting in the slowdown in business investment, thus may 
hurt economic activities. 
 
EURO area economy 
In the Eurozone, GDP grew by 2.12 percent for the three 
months to the end of June, down from 2.5 per cent and 
lower than the predicted 2.2 per cent. On a quarterly 
basis it grew by 0.3 per cent, missing expectations of 
0.4 per cent growth. Meanwhile inflation in the Eurozone 
rose by 2.1 per cent in the year to July, up from two per 
cent last month. 
 
Developing economies 
Apart from the fact that the headline PMI data remained 
above the neutral level of 50 in most economies, the 
messages from the performance of its sub-indices and 
their interaction were far from encouraging, according 
to ANZ Research3. ANZ Research established the data to 
portend slower growth over the second half of the year, 
further pressure on corporate margins and a fading 
inflation impulse.  
 
 

3 ANZ research, 10 August 2018, sobering messages from PMIs 
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Exchange rate developments 
At the end of July 2018, VATU depreciated against USD 
(0.8), AUD (0.2), NZD (0.7) and EURO (0.7). However, it 
appreciated against CNY (3.0). 
 
Table 1: Exchange Rate of VATU/ Foreign 
Currency  
 

 

Official Reserves4 

Official foreign reserves reached VT 42,500 million at 
the end of June, a slight decline from VT42, 727.2 million 
recorded in May. This is sufficient to cover 9.5 months of 
import cover.   

 
Real sector developments 
Vanuatu received 25,429 total visitors in May 2018. 
Total visitor arrivals dropped 30.7 percent over the 
previous month and rose by 42.7 percent over the year. 
Of the total, 8,853 visitors arrived by air and 16,576 
by cruise-ships. Air visitors rose by 23.3 percent over the 
same month of last year and cruise-ship visitors rose by 
55.8 percent. Cruise ships rose from 6 cruise ships in May 
2017 to 9 in May 2018. Air visitors was driven by 
growth in holiday visitors (which made up 75.0 percent 
of air arrivals) by 28.9 percent over the year and 
visitors arriving for other purposes by 74.3 percent. In 
contrast, visitors visiting friends and family dropped by 
8.0 percent, those arriving for businesses, meetings and 
conference fell by 6.1 percent and stopover visitors 
declined by 25.6 percent. All major tourist markets to 
Vanuatu rose in May 2018. Australia and New Zealand 
markets, which account for 61.6 percent of air visitors, 
rose by 22.2 percent and by 35.1 percent, respectively. 
This is followed by Other Pacific Countries by 37.2 
percent, New Caledonia by 15.3 percent, Other 

                                                        
4 One of the key objectives of the RBV is for official reserves to 
cover at least 4 months of import cover. It is calculated as Gross 
foreign reserves less IMF positions. 

Countries by 87.8 percent, Europe by 12.8 percent, 
Japan by 69.1 percent, North America by 5.4 percent 
and China by 0.9 percent. Growth in visitor arrivals from 
major markets was partially attributed to the continuous 
efforts in marketing and promotion of Vanuatu as a 
tourist destination by Vanuatu Tourism Office and Air 
Vanuatu.   

 

 Monetary Developments  
Money supply slightly declined by 0.5 percent month-
on-month, resulting in a slower annual growth of 13.3 
percent over the year to June 2018, compared to 15.2 
percent recorded over the year to May 2018.  The 
downward movement in money supply reflected the fall 
in net foreign assets (NFA). Overall, the annual growth 
in money supply continues to be driven by NFA, while 
domestic credit remained subdued.  

The decline in NFA reflected decreases in the NFA 
holdings of both other depository corporations (ODCs) 
and the Reserve Bank of Vanuatu. This descending trend 
implies net outflows of foreign exchange from the 
banking system during the month.  Overall, the year on 
year growth in total NFA remained strong.  

 
Chart 1: Determinants of Money Supply            
              (yoy% Change) 

 
 
Domestic credit increased by 0.8 percent and 0.9 
percent month-on-month and year-on-year, respectively.  
The growth reflects in particular the increase of 6.2 
percent in net claims on the central government. On the 
contrary, claims on other sectors declined by 0.5 percent. 
Total loans extended by ODCs to various sectors are 
depicted in table A4. 
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The central governments net credit position vis-à-vis the 
banking system deteriorated in June 2018 due to the 
decline of government deposits held with ODCs. The 
government position remained favourable over the year 
to June 2018. Claims on the central government by OFIs5 
remained at VT2,850 million as at the end of July 2018, 
the same level recorded in June 2018. Loans extended 
by OFIs rose by 3.8 percent month-on-month and 77.8 
percent year-on-year. Transport sector continues to 
dominate the share of loans. 

 

Open Market Operations (OMO) 
 
The RBV issued VT1,300 million worth of RBV notes in 
July, compared to VT2,000 million issued in June 2018.  
The total subscriptions received as a result increased to 
VT3,460 million compared to VT4,720 million in June.  

 

Chart 2: Outstanding RBV Notes 
(Levels, millions of VATU, month-End Data)  

 

Table 2: Amount Allotted (Millions of VATU) and 
Yields on RBV Notes (Percent) 

 
 
Chart 3: Yield on 91-days RBV Note  
(Percentage, Month-end Position) 

 
Chart 3 shows the yield on the 91-days6 RBV notes.  
A total of VT1,550 million RBV notes matured in July 
2018. The remaining balance increased to VT1,880 
million compared to VT1,600 million reported in June. 

  

 

 

                                                        
5 OFI: Other Financial Institutions cover Credit Corporation; Vanuatu 
Agriculture Bank; and Vanuatu National Provident Fund 

691 days RBV note rate plus a penalty rate of 100 basis points is 
the RBV policy interest rate. 
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Term 
 
 

Amount 
Allotted 

Yield End July. 
2018 

Yield End June.  
2018 

7 days 300 1.60 1.60 
14 days 300 1.65 1.65 

28 days 220 1.75 1.75 
63 days 140 1.85 1.85 

91 days 140 1.90 1.90 
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